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Outline

• A brief introduction to RSG (more later during the panel)

• Background on the problem

• A brief introduction to the data we are sharing



Introduction to RSG
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Who we are

Senior Data Scientist

15 years at RSG

Based in our White River Junction VT office

Professional interests include:

• Survey sample design

• Advanced statistical analysis including discrete choice analysis

• The application of data privacy

Jeffrey Dumont
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Who we are

Senior Analyst

4 years at RSG

Based in our Burlington VT office

Professional interests include:

• Survey sample design

• Tool development for processing travel data

• Data QA/QC

Rachel Schmidt
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We’ve been in business for 35 years and have expert staff across 
the country

Founded by Dartmouth College 
professors

35 years in business 

85+ professional staff 
across six offices

Core market is transportation-related 
consulting 100% Employee Owned!
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Areas of expertise - Research & Analytics

• Survey-based Research

• Passive mobility data analytics

• Discrete choice modeling

• Travel model development

• Freight modeling

• Noise control engineering

• Software development
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Areas of expertise - Strategic Insights

• Transportation forecasting

• Strategic transportation planning

• Pricing strategies

• Product & service development
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Academic roots

Collaborations with:

• Dartmouth College/Tuck School of Business

• University of Leeds

• MIT

• UT Austin

• University of Washington

• Harvard

• Arizona State University

• To name just a handful ...



Introduction to our problem
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What is a household travel study (HTS)?

Household travel studies are the standard data collection process to gather information to inform 

investment and urban planning decisions around transportation infrastructure.

A typical household travel study collects details on:

• The household – relationships, income

• Individuals in the household – age, gender, race/ethnicity

• Habitual locations – home, work, and school

• Trips made during travel assigned travel period – the reason 

for the trip, who you traveled with

• Trip traces – breadcrumbs along the way
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How are the data used?

Important metrics include:

• Trip rates (overall, by trip purpose, and by mode)

• Activity distribution by time of day

• Travel mode shares

• Trip destination distributions

• Vehicle miles traveled (VMT)

• Shared mobility usage

• Socio-demographic comparisons to census data

• Data also support the estimation of travel related models

• Choice of route, destination, mode
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Who commissions them?

These studies are often commissioned by public agencies who often have requirements on providing 

collected data to the public.

The current privacy protection solution is spatial aggregation to the census block group level.
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Our approach to a traditional HTS
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Smartphone app participation

TRIP SURVEY DAILY SURVEY

Passive/automatic collection of spatial data for seven days AND prompted in-app surveys
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Changing data privacy landscape

On top of RSG’s desire to be good data stewards, there is an ever-developing data privacy legal 

landscape.

In the last 3 years, we have had:

• General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR)

• California Consumer Privacy Act/California Privacy Rights Act

• Numerous other state and countries passing privacy regulations

These new laws all have in common:

• Provide for data subject rights

• To view, correct, or delete any data collected on an individual

• Need a legal justification for collecting and processing data

• Consent is the most robust and universal method of justification
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Privacy

Participants are presented with detailed privacy documentation and opt-in to our studies.
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Privacy is ever in the news!
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Problem objective

To understand the trade-off between different techniques for improving participants’ privacy while 

maintaining the usability, accuracy, and precision of the data products within the context of a differential 

privacy framework.

The techniques of interest include:

• Data perturbation

• Data switching

• The addition of synthetic data

• Spatial aggregation

• Or some combination of these

Open to other mechanisms that might be needed for transportation-specific data.



Introduction to our data
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About the data

• Survey fielded from October 1, 2018 through September 30, 2019.

• Study region was the 19 counties surrounding Minneapolis/St Paul

• Smartphone participants completed a 7-day travel diary. 

• Online and call center participants completed a 1-day travel diary.

• Same questionnaire was used for smartphone, online, and call center participants.

• Survey was available in English, Spanish, Karen, Oromo, Somali, and Hmong.   
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Data counts

DATA TABLE RECORD COUNT

Household 7,837 households

Person 16,152 persons completing one or more days

Vehicle 13,431 vehicles

Day 84,582 days, of which 76,415 are complete travel days

Trip 351,177 trips, of which 315,272 are on complete travel days 

Location 6,830,105 trip location/GPS points (latitude/longitude/timestamp)
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Household Data Subset
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Trip Data Subset
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Key Variables

Table Variables of interest Variable names

household Household identifier

Home location

Home location aggregated

hh_id

home_<lat/lon>_perturbed 

home_<bg/county/state>_perturbed

person Person identifier

Work/School location

Work/School location aggregated

person_id

<work/school>_<lat/lon>_perturbed 

<work/school>_<bg/county/state>_perturbed

trip Trip identifier

Trip origin and destination location

Trip origin and destination location aggregated

Trip departure time

Trip arrival time

trip_id, 

<o/d>_<lat/lon>_perturbed

<o/d>_<bg/county/state>_perturbed

depart_time_imputed

arrive_time, 

location 

(trip traces)

Trip identifier

Location of the collected point

Timestamp of the collected point

trip_id

<lat/lon>_perturbed 

collected_time

In addition, there is a detailed codebook that gives more information on the data’s meaning.
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Primary Keys

TABLE NAME VARIABLE(S) TO JOIN TO OTHER SURVEY DATA TABLES

Household hh_id

Person hh_id, person_id

Vehicle hh_id

Day hh_id, person_id, day_num

Trip hh_id, person_id, day_num, trip_id

Location trip_id
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Data perturbation

To protect privacy and to be able to share data with the team:

• All location data in a household was shifted in a random direction and a random distance

• This maintains the integrity of the trip traces and distances and durations

• However, plotting on a map will be slightly erroneous
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Questions?



Contacts

www.rsginc.com

Jeffrey Dumont
Senior Data Scientist

jeff.dumont@rsginc.com

Rachel Schmidt
Senior Analyst

rachel.schmidt@rsginc.com


